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Acrylic Bird Feeder

Tree-To-Table
Bird Feeder

From the tree to the patio table, this bird feeder
encourages bird to human interaction.
Created with one single piece of acrylic.
Affordable,stylish and functional.
Encourage your backyard birds to feed closer and closer to your house with this stylish
feeder.

Sketches and Models

Features

Easy fill top lets you keep the
feeder well stocked.
Just pull back the acrylic flap and pour the food
in. Since it’s opaque, you can see when it needs
to be filled as soon as its empty.

Perches provide a place for the
bird to rest and eat.
Dual perches allow more than one bird to feed
at a time, and it allows you to see two birds
interact with each other.

Inverts to be placed on a patio
table or windowsill.
Once you’ve acclimated your birds to get
closer and closer to the house, you can set the
feeder on a patio table or a window sill and
observe them from a kitchen window.

In Context

In context Image 1
Here, the bird has found the feeder and taken
roost to rest for a bit.

In context Image 2
The bird has found the food and begun to
feed.

In context Image 3
The feeder has emptied and now has to be
refilled.

Mega Man Toaster

Mega Man Toast Buster

Demographic Toaster Project
A toaster based on a character of our choosing.
Created with hand sculpted renshape
To chose a character that we loved to dedicate an entire project to, it was an easy
choice for me. I chose Mega Man, the blue bomber, my favorite childhood video game
hero.:
Created by Dr. Light as a friendly and lovable lab assistant, the robot boy named Rock
lived happily with his creator until the day the Evil Dr. Wily threatened to take over the
world with his 8 Master Robots. Rock begged Dr. Light to upgrade him into a fighting
robot so he could defend the world and keep the peace. The boy was Rock no longer,
he was now known as Mega Man!
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The idea behind this toaster is that Mega Man would acquire it after defeating
one of Dr. Wily’s evil robots, Toast Man. The Mega Man games have sort of a rockpaper-scissors mentality, as in one boss robot is weak against another one and
so on. After aquiring Toast Man’s Toast Buster weapon, Mega Man would set out
to fight Jelly Man, because what weapon could be better to beat a jelly themed
villian than a cannon that shoots toast?
The models began as basic form studies, but as I progressed through, an arm hole
was added for my arm to fit inside and wear like Mega Man does, needless to
say these were some of the funnest sketch models I’ve ever worked on. The near
final prototype added the shotgun like hinged reload system, in which a mini loaf

Mega Man Toaster

Get Equipped.
With Toast Mans power, Mega Man will defeat the evil Dr. Wily and his gang of
robots once again.
The final model featured the hinged reloading mechanism, dual toast slots for rapid
firing action and an arm hole for the user to wear it. Undoubtdly my favorite project
that I’ve ever gotten to work on and so far nothing has topped it yet.

Public Seating-Social Bench

Social Seat
Public Seating @ WIT
A bench designed for the Wentworth campus.
Created with Renshape and Wood.
One problem with the Wentworth campus is that there aren’t many places to relax
and socialize outsidee, without sitting on the grass or mulch. The purpose of this porject
was to find a place on campus and design a seat or bench specifically for that place.
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The progression of models for this project first involved very small models that could be made
quickly and in bigger quanitiies. We started with pieces that could be manipulated on a scaled
map of the chosen area, to see what it would possibly look like.
We then moved on to larger models. The basic shape was decided upon and then came the
actual functions, like having the wood pieces be easily replaceable by having the concrete come
off the top. This lead to the triple round design that incorporated these functions. The final
model was quite large, despite being at 1/25 scale.

Exploration and Models
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Public Seating-Social

Have a seat, get comfy and socialize.
This bench provides a social setting
on campus for studying, lunch, or just
hanging out.
I was very happy with the final outcome of this model, the scale transferred nicely
down to this smaller size, and it was fun to put together. For tjhis piece I got to
experiment with different kinds of wood and also different textures of paint, and that
was a lot of fun.

Squidbot- Aquatic Form Study

Squidbot

Aquatic Form Study
Taking an obscure form and creating something fun.
Created with a carved wood form and casted
materials.
This project involved taking a non-descript wood form and turning it into an aquatic
themed creature. The sea creature I chose was the squid.. I decided to use the squids
useful long arms as tools for the coast gaurd to help search sunken ships or search for
missing people in the ocean.

Sketches

With the Squidbot, rescue divers and researchers can explore wreckage, search
for survivors and study our ocean floors
safely and in style.
This model was a lot of fun to build. For inspiration I looked at a lot of pictures of
biomimicry in todays machinery as well as a lot o robotic creatures from video games.
The arms are made from metal armature wire, with cast segments covering it. The body
is vac formed styrene, painted rescue red to signify that it is to be used by the coast guard.

Final Model

Explore the deep.

Lando-100

Lando-100

An exploration Toy
Based on my short childrens story.
Created with Renshape and vacformed
plastic.
Planetary exploration has always been a great interest of mine. When I was young I
would roam the woods near my house and pretend it was an alien planet, and that
I was the first astronaut to land there. With my childrens toy, I wanted to pass that
feeling of wonder on to another generation of kids. With Lando-100 the Mars rover,
kids can explore thier backyards and beyond with a friendly sidekick.

Sketches

Models

These models exlplored the basic shape of the model, as well as the functionality of the opening
and closing actions. The desired shape was something that was nice and bulky, so little hands could
toss it around and it wouldn’t snap or break. The rounded contours give it a friendly apporachable
look, as does the smiley face made by the binocluars and buttons.. The opening and closing of the
sides lets the kids close up the toy for traveling and easy carrying. This allows the kids to run around
with the toy in a bag, or around thier waist with a lanyard.

Final Model

Another planet? Nope, just your yard.
Explore your own world with your pal
Lando-100, and discover the adventures
in playing outside.
The final version of Lando-100 features a hollowed out shell for easy storage for travel,
as well as wheels for a second mode oft play, which is to use him as an actual Mars
rover vehicle. The teeth buttons were replaced with LED lights that can display the
battery level as well as lighting up when Lando-100 is “talking” to the child., giving
missions and exploration advice.

